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BACKGROUND / DEVELOPMENT
Gifted language learners continually seek new challenges for which teachers must
produce suitable learning tasks. How do we define gifted (German) language learners?
How are their talents diagnosed and by whom? Language talent can manifest itself in
very different areas: From an interest in slam poetry to the writings of Goethe, or from an
affinity for (teenage) slang to an interest in etymology (see Farkas 2013). If a learner’s
interest in a given language area is coupled with a strong affinity for language, the learner
is assumed to be “gifted” (Farkas 2011) which is expected to result in linguistic academic
excellence in early adulthood (Ziegler 2008).
How can these gifted students best be fostered during their primary and secondary
education? The answer is complex as each language domain calls for a different type of

pedagogical support and encouragement. Each case calls for individualized scaffolding to
best suit the current ability of each language learner. Thus, teachers must be well versed
in linguistics and pedagogical-psychology in order to best promote individual talents and
to encourage or provide constructive criticism as required.
Systematized language and subject specific knowledge aid teachers in generating
competence-oriented German-learning tasks (Gailberger & Wietzke 2013; Philipp 2014).
The aim is that these tasks are age-appropriate, as well as challenging and inspiring with
the possibility of encouraging and supporting future linguistic academic excellence.

MODEL FOR PROMOTING LINGUISTICALLY GIFTED LEARNERS – The Language Drawer

The Language Drawer
Ideas for grades 1-12

Types of Linguistic Talent

(Icon = Denotes the focus of the task)

Analytical-experimental:

-interested in wordplay /
linguistic humour
-composes rap
-makes up fictional stories
-….

systematic
analysis
of linguistic
talent

reading

writing

hearing

speaking

Learning tasks

Creative-productive:

PROMOTION

Analysis &
Goal-Setting

-a book worm
-writes poems or essays
-analyses poetry / lyrics
-….

Observation

Artistic-cultural:

Implementaion

Learning skills

(German) - Teacher
Pedagogical-psychological
knowledge

Linguistic
knowledge

Particularly high grades
Motivation
Cognitive ability
Personality
…

Sociolinguistics
Psycholinguistics
Semantics, Semiotics,
Etymology
…

Literary knowledge
Knowledge of current children’s and
young adult literature
Psycholinguistics
Action- and production-oriented
approaches to literature
Literary genres and periods
…

Digital Literacy
Wikis
Hypertext
Audiobook production
Radio plays, features, etc.

Analyse rhetorical language features
in the idiolect of a celebrity, such as a
local politician.

Investigate the characteristics of
hypertexts: Examine individual
phenomena of grammar, such as
prepositions.

Etymological projects such as exploring
(and inventing new) proverbs and
idioms (also in foreign languages).

Explore the rules of discussion in other
cultures and try to apply them. Collect
and analyse swearwords. Give a daily
2-minute talk.

Analyse the slang of a peer group
and try it out!
Study the dialects found/heard in your
school.

Create a dialect “family tree”. Write
hypertexts about a topic of your
choosing.

Create a wiki featuring recess games.
Create a website featuring class
research projects

Produce a radio feature exploring
current audio CDs.
Write rap texts and perform them.

Commercials: Test out an “alien” (i.e.
unfamiliar) intonation and check the
reaction. What irritates your ears?

Rewrite a well-known story in a different
genre.
Perform a concrete poetry reading using
props to illustrate the poem.

Create language art by reading and
rewriting your friends’ chats.

Investigate how can language resolve
conflicts: Supervise classmates during
an argument (role-play).

Create and present nonsense
sound-poems or grammatically
correct nonsense sentences.
Try out POWERPOINT karaoke.

Create a mini-book collection. For
example10 mini books about insects,
the trendiest blogs, etc.

Write a text with as many emoticons
as possible. Write your own backstory
or a fantasy novel.

Come up with questions about audio
books. Listen or read? Make classical
texts digitally accessible. Visit the
theatre and review the play.

Produce a review of a young adult
novel for local radio. Rewrite "Romeo
and Juliet: as a "mobile phone novel".
Rewrite a radio-play.

Put together a thematic poetry portfolio
(for example favourite poems including
the colour red). Rewrite a text so that it
does not include the letter "r".

Compare the character traits of
three heroines. Produce a film
scene in which these characters all
appear.

Perform a reading of a classical drama
as a one-man/woman show.
Organise and emcee a literaturequartet featuring young authors.

Create new text for a comic with empty
speech bubbles. Present the same
monologue using different emotions:
cynically, pathetically, funny worried..)

Create a new text using 20 words from
a novel by Max Frisch. Describe Cyberbullying using the language of Schiller.

Rewrite episodes from a novel as
dialogues.Cast a character from a
classical novel into the present

Academic excellence

-interested in slang
-inquires about definitions
-recognizes analogue words / word
relationships
-...

Analyse rhetorical language features in
the idiolect of a celebrity, such as a
local politician.

accompany
critisize
encourage
excite

EXPLANATION OF THE MODEL
The model is read from left to right. It describes a process, which begins with learners
who exhibit a language-learning behaviour suggesting high linguistic potential. Examples
of such behaviours might include being particularly interested in the use of idioms or
linguistic humour, or being a voracious reader. Linguistic talents can vary, thus teachers
should be sensitive to diverse learner interests and aptitudes.

The model as a whole depicts the process of promoting high linguistic potential towards
academic excellence. The process includes practice, failure, support, endurance and
hopefully also many small victories on the way to holistic linguistic excellence.

The aforementioned linguistic talents are often just beginning to develop and as such
may not always be obvious. This model shows that a teacher first observes and then
analyses linguistic talent. This process is supported by the four pillars of German
teaching - pedagogical-psychology, linguistic, literary and digital knowledge - shown in
the middle of the diagram. The teacher then selects a learning goal and a suitable task
for the student. The task should be well suited to the learner’s current level of ability, while
also considering the domain of the linguistic talent.

The result of the above reflections is a series of specific tasks for highly gifted language
learners. It is a collection of short as well as extensive projects to promote linguistic
excellence in various domains of language learning. The collection must indeed grow as
it is used, for every student has individual needs which must be accounted for. The ideas
collected here are soon to appear in a brochure entitled “Sprachkommode” (The
Language Drawer).

A teacher must therefore have a solid background in the four pillars mentioned above in
order to complete the three steps of observation, analysis and goal/task setting. This can
be seen at the bottom of the model, which shows the foundation of professionalism in
teaching.

Specific Tasks and Next Steps

A further project will tackle the question of what kind of teacher training is necessary to
facilitate work with the tasks collected here. Based on teacher feedback, we know that
the analysis as well as the adaptation of tasks is challenging, as they require teachers to
have particular linguistic knowledge. Further teacher education must therefore rest on the
following three pillars: Deeper knowledge of media literacy and German didactics, as
well as knowledge of how to effectively promote gifted learners.

The right half of the model depicts various examples of possible tasks. They are marked
with different colours and symbols. These icons show which task best suits which
learning style (colour) and to which linguistic subsection (symbol) it belongs.
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